Assembly & Prep – First Time Use

Updated: 11.26.2018

How to assemble your lamp for the first time and prepare it for lighting:
1. Screw the burner clockwise into the collar on the top of the lamp font until it is tight
Note: If you will be using a shade, thread the wick through the ring of the shade ring or tripod first and
then screw the burner into the font collar until both the burner and shade holder are secure
2. Fill the font with fuel and wait about 1 hour to let the wick soak thoroughly
3. Unscrew the gallery (upper portion of the burner), and carefully fit chimney to the gallery, make sure it
is snug, but not too tight (adjust tabs if necessary), and then remove the chimney and set it aside
4. Install the mantle to the gallery by holding the wire frame only at the “ears” on the base and turn it
clockwise until it is locked (line up the 4 indentions on the bottom of the mantle with the 4 slots in the
gallery)
5. Burn the blue coating off of the mantle by lighting it with the flame of a match (don’t let the match
touch the mantle) – Caution: the mantle coating will burn off quickly in a quick flash; be sure to be
away from anything combustible before lighting
6. Reinstall the chimney to the gallery carefully without touching or jostling the mantle
7. Turn wick so that it is about 1/8" above the outer wick tube (wick height will be lower than the flame
spreader)
8. Light the top of the wick until the entire circle is lit
9. Place the gallery, mantle and chimney as one unit back onto the burner (careful not to drop), and
screw clockwise until tight
10. Turn the wick up until the mantle is glowing slightly and then allow the lamp to warm up for about 20
minutes before turning the wick up to its max set point
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